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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a set of investigations on how pattern can be used to
register change. Pattern - a set of attributes repeatedly transformed by rules - can be
used to make apparent objects or ideas that transform and the operations that alter
them. Our reactions to change, whether accepting or resisting it, are often repeated
over time in a behavioral pattern. Repeated resistance to change is one of the patterns
marking the psychological concept of Narcissism, a condition which can be both a
useful defense mechanism and a paralyzing affliction. Faced with increasing technologi-
cal change, contemporary culture has exhibited distinct patterns of resistance, patterns
that describe a cultural condition of Narcissism.
This project examines the production of pattern through different mechanisms of
change. Each mechanism distances the designer from decisions about the object's final
form. This distance suspends a Narcissistic desire for control. Rather than controlling
change, the designer's rules must adapt to it. This thesis does not use pattern as an
imposed form. Instead, this use of pattern creates models for a reciprocal dialogue
between the intelligence of the designer and larger processes of change.
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Introduction
The architect typically exercises considerable control
over the final form of a design. This method of cre-
ation could be considered today as a narcissistic
expression of creativity, one that denies change that
is not directly designed by the architect. The exer-
cises here represent a counterpoint to the narcissistic
mind, generating patterns that play out in part with-
out the direct manipulation of the designer. Pattern,
a system of repeated rules and attributes, provides
avenues for intervention. By incorporating external
changes into its construction, pattern can become a
vehicle for overcoming the narcissistic desire by the
designer to control change.
I. Pattern and Architecture
Pattern can at once be an object in its own right and
a template for making other objects. Architecture's
use of pattern connects it to a broader family of visual
culture and ideas. It is at once an aesthetic act and
an applied art form or craft.
Pattern is used here as a generator for design. These
are designs recorded primarily through line drawings.
These drawings present the confluence of a particular
design goal and the context which constrains this
goal. For instance, an attempt at representing grad-
ual change is restricted to a set of diagrams copied
from a book.
Within the discipline of architecture design processes
are engaged in the realizing spatial layouts and fabri-
cation templates. By engaging a design process the
architect applies space and material not only to the
function of a shelter or a beam. The process of design 17
introduces ideas into the formation of shelter. In this
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way the ubiquitous objects of our existence - vessels,
inhabitations - serve a second function as a rhetorical
device. The meaning of an idea is embedded in the
form of a room you sleep in or a wall you lean against.
Through the perception of this wall or that room we
also listen to the ideas of a designer and the culture
they inhabit. As an object in its own right and a
template for making other objects, pattern therefore
offers insight onto a larger body of objects through
the study of one.
II. Pattern and Cultural Change
The "half-palmette motif' presents one such example.
Alois Riegl, a late nineteenth century theorist, dem-
onstrated in his work, Stilfragen, that this vegetal
motif had evolved through different cultures (Schafter
47-8). Contrary to thought of the time, Riegl showed
that ornamental motifs grew out of previous designs.
It was thought that vegetal motifs were repeatedly
copied from nature itself by different cultures, rather
than passed between them.
One condition that emerges from Riegl's study is that
the half-palmette motif could be altered to suit the
different needs of different cultures. Riegl traces an
exchange of the half-palmette motif between Greco-
Roman and Islamic ornamental traditions. His his-
tory demonstrates the relationship between the ideas
of a culture and the forms or inscriptions it generates.
Riegl traces a history of the half-palmette motif begin-
ning with origins in Egyptian plant ornament. He
identifies its pliability - the changes made and added
to its form - as it is passed between numerous
cultures. He cites Hellenistic and Roman cultures'
half-palmette as nearing "direct imitation" of nature,
a claim which is consistent with cultures pursuing
extraordinary levels of natural stylization. Conversely
Riegl discusses the half-palmette's adaptation in ara-
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besque designs. Here the plant-form is stylized,
adopting an "'unnatural' relationship between leaf
and tendril" (Schafter 48). This stylization suited
Islamic decorative traditions by eschewing direct rep-
resentation of the leaf.
III. Cultural Change
Cultural change spawned the changes in the half-pal-
mette motif design. Likewise, change in the half-pal-
mette motif facilitated this cultural change. Like the
half-palmette motif the discipline of design responds
to and facilitates cultural change. It is directly
involved in the inscription, transference and exchange
of visual motifs like the half-palmette.
This inscription, transference and exchange is
achieved through technological media. In this way
the tools of technology play a key role in design,
and through design, culture. Like the half-palmette
motif's changes, the evolution of technology results
from and facilitates cultural change.
This linkage from technology to design to culture
is a reciprocal relationship. A change in one link
affects the other two. Designers, then, are mediators
between technology and culture. Designers embody
the prosthetic relationship between the mind-body of
an individual and their tool. The designer responds
to and mediates the changes between one and the
other, acting as the eyes and ears of culture and the
texture and sensibility of technology.
How then do designers see and hear for culture,
and form the textures of technology? Recent studies
in psychology and advancements in computation are
signifiers of contemporary change in culture and
technology respectively. Each has emerged as a
recent development, or bud of growth, of these shoots.
To exhibit awareness of these developments is to be
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attentive to developing strands of culture and tech-
nology, to be abreast of their contemporary change.
This thesis suggests the use and study of pattern is
one way to process and understand these changes.
The half-palmette motif, both technological and cul-
tural - is emblematic of the condition of designers. It
is transformed through these changes and simultane-
ously facilitates these changes. Pattern, in a sense,
is where designers enact their role, bringing technol-
ogy and culture together. Pattern, also, through its
rule-transformation structure offers an ideal form for
bringing together contemporary technology and cul-
ture.
IV. Cultural and Technological Change
In Understanding Media Marshall McLuhan refers to
the relationship between culture and technology in
his chapter, "The Gadget Lover: Narcissus as Narco-
sis" (McLuhan 63). He recounts the story of Narcis-
sus as emblematic of a culture's pathogenic response
to technological change. McLuhan explanation of the
Narcissus relationship is that culture suffers a fixa-
tion on the tools it has created. In a sense, Narcissus
created the tool of the mirror in the surface of the
pool. He then became fixated on the tool, mistaking
it for himself.
McLuhan claims the same fate for cultures which do
not - as Narcissus eventually did - reach into the
pool and disturb its waters, cultures which do not
extend themselves to find out what the tool they
created is all about. What its capacities and charac-
teristics are. McLuhan imagines such cultures as
numbed creatures: somnambulists walking through
the motions of its own existence.
McLuhan's characterization of culture suggests that
C
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individuals' responses to change can be loosely
applied to culture's response to change. To under-
stand McLuhan's argument more deeply we can con-
sider Freud's development of the psychological idea
of narcissism. McLuhan's description of technologi-
cal change can be considered, in Freud's terms, as
"excitations." In the behavior of individuals, there are
two chief responses to change, or excitation. One is
to account for it or adapt:
"We have recognized our mental apparatus as being
first and foremost a device designed for mastering
excitations which would otherwise be felt as distress-
ing or would have pathogenic effects. Working them
over in the mind helps remarkably towards an inter-
nal draining away of excitations which are incapable
of direct discharge outwards." -Sigmund Freud, On
Narcissism: An Introduction, p.85
The other reaction an individual can have is to ignore
or resist change, to turn "away from the external
world - ...from people and things" (Freud 74). This
response, according to Freud, represents pathogenic
behavior.
By reaching into the water, disturbing and discover-
ing its nature, Narcissus came to realize the image he
saw was actually a reflection of him. This realization
did not ultimately save the youth. However, Narcis-
sus did come to understand that it was the image of
him which captured his attention, not the vision of
someone else (Ovid In 672-674). Despite his ultimate
failure to free himself from this fixation, by disturbing
the waters Narcissus did engage a mental processing.
In this way, the physical play with and exploration of
a medium develops to mental processing.
Therefore, the mental processing of cultural change
requires play with the media of this change, technol-
ogy. Contemporary technological change is charac-
terized by computation. To play with computation
is to develop frameworks for characterizing and pro- '. £1
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cessing cultural change. Computation is a tool pro-
cessing vast quantities of information in seconds.
Mental tasks which once took days, such as complex
and numerous calculations, now take seconds. In
a sense, in relation to pattern, vast quantities of
attributes and their corresponding rules can be syn-
thesized at before unknown rates. The result is
that objects described above - patterns, inscriptions
- objects of self-representation are immaterial. The
form itself is transient. What endures is the attri-
bute-rule relationship.
This vacillating mode of self-identification corre-
sponds to psychological negotiation in the face of
constant change. Just as forms on a screen can
number the thousands in minutes, the individual can
cycle through multiple identities in a brief amount of
time. This iterative identification becomes indicative,
then, of contemporary cultural change.
Pattern's structure of rules and transformations can
be a way to mentally process the characteristics and
transformations of cultural change. It is a way,
like Narcissus reaching into the pool, to engage this
mental process through a physical medium. Riegl
expressed such a relationship between physical mate-
rial and psychological need:
"Ornamental development in Riegl's theory... is the
result of a material organizing process that trans-
forms existing motifs over time in order to serve new
psychological needs.." (Schafter 47).
Pattern, an art-form that (like the half-palmette
motif), changes over time, acquires its pliability
through attribute-transformation relationships. Mul-
tiple forms can take advantage of and be derived from
this relationship. It is, therefore, an art form (or
non-form, but, instead, rule-set) uniquely suited to
change. It is an art form that can uniquely grasp and
manage the need for negotiated definitions.
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This thesis proposes that to serve this end today,
single patterns must change and negotiate their form.
Traditional methods emphasize a single permutation
of form repeated throughout the pattern. But psy-
chological behavior is understood only through itera-
tions of varied, related permutations. Therefore, to
be capable of engaging a productive mental process,
the physicality of pattern must deal with iterative, but
related forms. The single form, in psychological and
computational processes, is not enough to achieve
understanding.
Additionally, ideas external to the will of the designer
must participate in the negotiation. As stated by
Freud, narcissism represents a turning away from the
external world and its objects. Therefore, mentally
processing excitations requires an external object.
This is a force external to the mental process. It is a
seed around which to shape the mental organizations.
These studies introduce external forces, drawing both
on the inheritance of pattern itself (as suggested by
Riegl) and on the simulation of natural forces. This
latter method takes its cue from another late-nin-
teenth century theorist, John Ruskin. For Ruskin the
ruination of ornamental form by natural phenomena,
as well as the derivation of this form from natural
models, symbolized the highest order of divine law
(Schafter 18-19). Like Riegl's theories of historic form
(the trace of historic consciousness), Ruskin's argu-
ment required the intervention of a larger, divine con-
sciousness. For ennobling and evolving culture, both
arguments necessitate the intervention of external
form.
V. Change and Pattern
What are the ways patterns can describe change and
introduce external forces into its development? First,
we must look at methods of distinction and transfor-
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mation in traditional pattern-making. Within the
vocabulary of Moroccan Arabesque pattern designs
are a series of different ways to distinguish one pat-
tern from the next. A common family of pattern
designs starts with the initial shape of the square
(Castdra 100). To distinguish different subsets of this
family the square is rotated a different number of
times. A square can be copied and rotated 2, 4, 6,
8 and 16 times to define different classes of patterns.
The subsets are distinguished through the number of
transformations they undergo.
The model of Moroccan Arabesques distinguishes one
pattern from the next. However, to generate change
within a single pattern the attributes (the square) and
transformations (rotation) must vary inside the single
pattern. First there must be some kind of stable
form; an attribute or set of attributes which does
not change. For instance, this can be a grid whose
dimensions remain constant, or a shape whose basic
organization remains the same. Second is the form
that changes. An attribute must undergo some sort
of transformation within the domain of the stable
form. For instance, a shape within the space of the
grid can change from one shape to another, or the
dimensions of a shape can change. The eye then
reads the changing shape against the unchanging
context.
We can use these rules to describe change. For
instance, the very rules that determine the pattern
can describe a change occurring in the shape. A
shape can become larger or smaller in response to its
coordinates within a regulating grid. A pattern can
also change by representing natural phenomena. For
instance, by isolating an attribute of light-change like
the quantity of lumens collected by a surface, we
can assign a perceptual signifier - a line, a shape, a
mark - to this attribute. In making this assignment
we can then alter the attribute according to laws of
its construction: a line can become longer, shorter,
thicker, thinner, curved, straight, etc. in response to
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the number of lumens measured.
VI. Change and Design
The pages here will outline 5 designs. Each design
distances the designer from the process in a different
way. Some relinquish control over the initial form;
others turn over the middle or ending of the process
to external controls.
The goal of this investigation is to explore ways of
engaging the designer in a fluid exchange between
external rules and internal desires. This is to create
a framework for a reciprocal dialogue between the
design and the designer. The efforts here can be
thought of as interventions, through rules, in a pro-
cess that engenders growth.
No single study entirely accomplishes this end. How-
ever, each study points to a process, rules or both
that contribute to this goal. These may be an envi-
ronmental phenomenon like light or a set of rules
established and followed by the pattern itself. These
opportunities occur at various stages in the design.
The future goal of this investigation is the incorpora-
tion of these opportunities into a single study with
multiple avenues for external intervention.
This instruction in visual methods and knowledge is
crucial to the foundation and development of creativ-
ity. Machines and processes may inspire and expand
our ideas, may help pass these ideas along, but they
cannot originate them. Nor can our ideas find form
without the machines. This prosthetic exchange, the
dialogue between internal desire and external con-
straint, is, therefore, the subject of this thesis.
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Studies
The goal of these studies was to integrate some ele-
ment of external control into the design process. This
occurred progressively over the course of five studies;
from manually copying and combining given forms
to establishing a set of rules achieving a self-defined
form. The set of studies uncovered several frame-
works, or stages, for introducing external controls in
the design process. However, no single study man-
aged to tie these stages together.
Each pattern study began with a specific goal in
mind. Each goal pointed to a specific method or
form from which to derive the first steps of the study.
These goals ranged from responding to the change
in light exposure on a surface to responding only
to rules of pattern-making itself. In this way the
investigation progressed from literal design solutions
to more abstract studies of pattern itself.
Pattern-making consists of two primary components:
the unit and the pattern itself. The pattern is
formed through combining units. Unit definitions
and changes affect the overall pattern. Likewise,
transformations to the overall pattern can augment
the units. Some of these exercises examine trans-
formations applied to units. Some examine these
changes made to the overall organization of the pat-
tern.
Transformations play a large role in these studies.
They are a primary way to represent and instigate
change within a pattern. These transformations are
recognized as a deviation from the overall pattern and
provide complexity to its organization. Traditionally
they occur as counter rhythms to a primary one
(Wolfram 42). As well, like the pattern itself, they
are typically defined by the designer. In addition
to units and patterns defined outside the designer's
control, this thesis seeks to achieve externally defined
transformations. The transformations studied here
are location, relocation, rotation and mirroring.
Finally, the direct role of the technology of computa-
tion in this investigation is important to consider.
The computer has been used in each investigation,
from a routine copying and arraying device to carry-
ing out sets of scripted rules. The final studies rely
on computation to achieve their final form.
The frameworks of unit and pattern; attribute and
transformation are instrumental towards integrating
pattern with computational processes. The scalar
distinction of unit and pattern provides points for
describing the rules of a form without giving it final
definition. The relationship between attribute and
transformation provides a syntax for describing these
rules. These frameworks open a door towards com-
bining pieces of each study to developing further,
more elegant designs.
2 Hexagon
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The hexagon with interior lines was chosen as an
initial model of gradual change. This is because it is
an organic model. It represents a starting point; an
origin of gradual change.
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The goal of this study was to release the designer's
control over the initial unit form. This was achieved
by copying a form not made by the designer. The
layout of the pattern was controlled by the designer.
Despite this exercise of larger control the intention
was to achieve an unexpected form through repeating
the unit. The pattern, thus, obscures each individual
unit. The conjunction of units makes many different
sub-forms, until the denser areas lose all description
of distinct units.
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Within the stated goals of the thesis, the release of
designer control is very isolated. It occurs at only
the initial stage of design. It is also a copied form,
not one generated by independent rules. Therefore
it inhibits pattern-making unit inhibits a dialogue
through rules between the designer and the pattern.
Its organization is laborious and requires repeated
and incremental decision-making. There is little
opportunity for a fluid exchange between the designer
and the pattern.
HEXAGON 29
Larger opportunities, then, are suggested by the
study. Formalized rules about the larger pattern
could be described. This would allow a computer
to independently generate a series of various forms.
This is explored in the later exercise, Triangle. Addi-
tionally, at the level of the unit rules could be for-
malized. For instance, the position of each line is
determined by rotating it by 120 degrees from an
adjoining line. The scripting of this simple rule alone
would generate unexpected forms.
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HEXAGON 31
The subsequent investigations would look at trying to
find rules independent from a pre-imagined geometry,
rules which could be manipulated to achieve variable,
but related, forms. Thus, rather than copying a
diagram the next two investigations would attempt to
derive independent form from the study of natural
phenomenon. Natural light was selected, inspired by
the value of light in these three-dimensional render-
ings.
~ffl.U~j~
3 Hatch
77
The pattern of cross-hatching is a model of gradual
light change. It is a graphic representation of
changes in light. As a graphic description it can be
quickly translated to the two-dimensional activity of
pattern-making. It makes this translation through
the manipulation of a simple, singular element: the
line.
.............
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The goal of using hatching was to establish rules
for unit-making. Rather than copy a form without
establishing rules, this study established initial rules
which would determine the unit's form. These rules,
then, provided unpredictable forms.
The imposed form for the unit was that of a rotated
HATCH
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grid. The grid orientation, however, was derived from
a particular light angle of daylight. This is a first
rule of the pattern. The unit shape was imposed by
the designer. It was selected from the units of the
grid. These units were then broken down into smaller
triangles in order to achieve a gradual progression
from dark to light. Finally, there were two primary
unit rules. First, all lines in the unit are parallel.
Second, they flow from one unit to the next without
interruption.
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HATCH 39
These patterns have computational implications.
Firstly, different formalized rules can be applied to
the four units. One could be relax the restriction on
continuously parallel alignments, generating snaking
triangulated forms. A fundamental exploration, how-
ever, is the foundational rule itself: the continuous
points of connection between four shapes, maintain-
ing this connection through full rotation of the units.
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HATCH 41
The rules of light filtration in this study primarily
served the graphic form of hatching. The next
study continues looking at the external condition of
light, but using analytical, not representational rules.
These rules are suggested by the phenomenon itself,
not the representation of this phenomenon.
U
4 Diamond
- 1
The diamond with interior lines is the first three-
dimensional pattern. The previous patterns started
as two dimensional drawings and were then given
three-dimensional form. This study begins by looking
at the final three-dimensional form.
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This pattern is a result of light analysis. It uses
information about light's behavior to establish rules
about the pattern's form. Light in this exercise is
treated as a vector: a line guided in one direction.
This is a simple abstraction of light's propagation.
Light's propagation is studied as it passes through
several vertical planes. Each plane is described by a
set of "fins": lines representing surfaces that redirect
the rays of light.
4
DIAMOND
- 1
--
The control established by the designer was to admit
as much light as possible through these surfaces
within a specific angle range. At the same time, these
fins were to reflect as much light as possible within a
higher angle range. The fins' were located according
to a) how close they were to adjoining fins (normal
from the reflective surface) and b) the best position to
block high incoming rays.
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The form of a diamond was then imposed on these
sections. The positions of the fins were located along
the diamond's central axis. Lines were then drawn
from these points to opposing corners of the diamond.
This form was then copied and rotated to make the
final unit, establishing a cross-grain.
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The layout explored overlapping different diamonds to
achieve new, unexpected units. Unexpected shapes
came out of this overlapping. The fineness of
the grain would be difficult to achieve through the
designer alone. The act of defining separate planes
and placing them in various combinations created
patterns that could not have been described in a
single unit. This method of overlapping is a useful
external control: a rule that, although imposed by
the designer, yields results the designer could not
otherwise develop or control.
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Several rules beg for further exploration. First is the
generation of each individual unit; i.e. the placement
of points along the central axis. These positions can
be determined through a number of avenues. The
light study is just one of many games one could
play with their position. Additionally, rules about
the shape of the imposed form - the diamond -
require further study. Finally, rules for overlapping
the diamond units can play a primary role in further
development of the pattern. The arrangement of the
pattern was based only on incremental decisions by
the designer.
DIAMOND
This study represents the first clear set of opportu-
nities for rule-generation and intervention at many
levels in the design process. The next set of exercises
starts to look at the idea of changing patterns based
on the interplay between the rules of layout and the
rules of unit formation.
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In order to explore the interplay between pattern and
unit, these studies draw from established traditions
of pattern-making. The triangular unit, -- extrapo-
lated from the grid of Moroccan Arabesque patterns
-- was combined with the Cartesian geometry calcula-
tions of AutoCAD software. The triangle suited a
Cartesian coordinate system and trigonometric calcu-
lations and facilitated locating the pattern in three-
dimensional space. This was a step away from the
previous explorations' isolation to a two dimensional
surface. The rules for cell-division used in the Hexa-
gon exercise -- a familiar model in developing gradual
gradation -- were adapted here to the geometry of a
triangle.
Triangle is the first set of patterns described through
code, not manual drawings. The rules were formal-
ized into a set of commands. They were defined so
that any 3 points in space would yield some permuta-
tion of the triangle form. This allowed for rapid
feedback between the designer and the pattern rules.
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Describing the forms through rules released the
designer's control over the final form. Parameters
could be adjusted, but the designer was totally
unaware of what the results would be until the
pattern was completed. Over time, familiarity with
the rules allowed for a tighter dialogue between the
designer's expectations and the tool's descriptions.
A A
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This feedback, however, is fairly limited in this study.
The parameters are finite and a few runs yields a
considerable sense of what the outcome might be.
The pattern, it seems, does not have enough rules.
The change in the pattern's form is described almost
directly by the designer: 4 columns, 5 rows, 8 units
apart.
A 17A
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TRIANGLE 55
The counter-rhythm established in the three-dimen-
sional plane is also designer-established: raise every
1 1 th point, every 5 1h. It would be possible to get
different numbers running against each other and
more work could be done with this. However, in
order to pursue this relationship it became necessary
to suspend unit descriptions and focus on pattern
definition alone.
ANNi
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TRIANGLE 57
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rule 137
Recent studies of cellular automata were used
to understand reciprocally generating forms, forms
defined by competing rules playing out against one
another. Taking this step releases the designer from
all agency except the seed-definition: the definition of
the first cell and what it is to do.
The final forms seen here have no manual adjust-
ments made to them as in Hexagon, Hatch and
Diamond. Nor are they derived from singular descrip-
tions of a fixed set of final forms as in Triangle.
Instead they are generated through the execution
of a few simple rules, predefined rules whichT~~ad 7
no specific shape in mind when they were defined.
Rather, the rules expressed an idea about spatial
relationships.
First, the point "draws" a line in one of four direc-
tions. The choice of direction is determined through a
counting sequence cycling through various combina-
tions. For example, the counting sequence might
start with "2". "2" draws in one direction. The
program is told to go from "2" to "7". "7" draws in a
different direction. "7" then directs the count to "8".
Each direction has two numbers assigned to it. This
further offsets the count. The goal of this is to have
the lines drawn in a counter-intuitive sequence.
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The second rule is a detection rule. When instructed
to draw in one direction if the program detects that
this point is already occupied by a start or end point
of a line it is instructed to split in two points, and
thus, an additional sequence of lines. If, when split-
ting, the program again detects an occupied point,
it then halves the splitting distance until finding a
vacant point and then carrying on from there.
The strong 45 degree angles emerging in the pattern
are a result of the splitting direction. When the
points split, or double, they are told to move apart
at this angle.
The spatial idea here is one of unique occupation of
a location. It says, in a sense, that there is only
room for one object per unit of space. However, it
encourages density. The splitting distance is half
the travel distance. Therefore, although each point
may have its own "land" it has a number of close
neighbors.
It is also represents an idea about obstacle rela-
tionships. It gives priority to previously established
objects, moving around them as opposed to moving
them.
POINT-LINE
The sequence of points forms a list, or family, of
points. Each new point is admitted to the total
roup of points and each point in the group has
e move-copy operation repeatedly performed on it.
is has several effects. First, because of the count-
i g sequence the motion of each point never follows
th same pattern. As the group of points expands
th counting sequence becomes repeatedly offset and
sta gered. This, then, gives some points the oppor-
tun y to "strike out" on their own: dispersing from
the roup, colliding with its path, and starting a new
gro
There are add tional ideas to be drawn from this
study: ideas a ut the nature of duplicated growth
and density, id as about random motion and growth.
It is a developm nt of a simple, traditional conception
of Cartesian coo dinate space: space governed by
orthogonal unit i crements.
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POINT-LINE 63
The pattern can be run successively and has a low
probability of repeating the same form. However,
because each rule is so constrained the final forms
are clearly members of a "family" or type, a type shar-
ing the same rules, but generating iterative forms.
Generating rules at the root of the pattern definition
suggests a different way to define pattern. Here,
literal repetition happens only through the text of
the script, or program. It is not directly seen in
the pattern. But through the iterative observation of
behavior - not singular, repeated form - a pattern is
able to be recognized.
Pattern in this sense cannot be described through a
single event, but is distinguished through repeated
behaviors. Pattern here is a different kind of coambi-
nation of perception and concept. The concept is
not seen through representation as in the incremen-
tal cell growth of Hexagon or even more traditional
modes like the half-palmette motif. Rather, the con-
cept is abstracted. It is self-consciously and self-
referentially embedded in the rules of pattern-making
itself. It simulates self-awareness.
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This exercise is a simple and fundamental demon-
stration of rule-based form. The rules here occur only
at the level of pattern. They are not a part of the unit
definition. The unit is an inherited element: a point
and a line. Therefore there are two opportunities
available here. One is to examine and develop unit-
based rules, as well as to embellish and extend the
"sensitivity" of the pattern.
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But the primary opportunity is aesthetic: the link
between the meaning of the rules and their percep-
tion. The move-copy sequence described here is arbi-
trary. Its meaning is largely formal. It is a vessel
for visual description, not the result of careful con-
sideration of the meaning latent in a certain rule
sequence. It is in considering meaning, what the
author chooses to formalize, what conditions their
consciousness is drawn towards, that the job of com-
munication occurs.
A-
41-
It is not enough for the designer's consciousness to.hi
drawn towards a certain phenomena. In the deriva-
tion and communication of meaning, identifying the
motive for this attraction is important. Examining the
motive itself in various permutations will result in a
critical examination of desire, the designer's will. It is
still the designer's responsibility to identify this desire
and consider it outside the specific form. The process
of design grows from drawing external friction into the
process, eschewing narcissistic fascination with the
form alone.
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Conclusion 69
This document is an essay on the rhetorical
possibilities of pattern in today's culture. This
work is an aesthetic gesture, a look at the con-
nection between perception and meaning. It
is a consideration of pattern's capacity to com-
municate and distribute meaning through tools
and thoughts available to today's architectural
culture.
Pattern has traditionally been a means for cul-
tures to express and develop ideas about them-
selves. It provides a way for cultures to do
this beyond the logic of written language, using
instead the codes and processes of visual per-
ception. The transcription and production of
these codes rely heavily on the technology avail-
able to a culture. This necessity creates a con-
tinual feedback between culture and technology.
Recent developments in these social areas - the
description of a psychological consciousness and
the extraordinary expansion of computational
capabilities - necessitate a response or specula-
tion as to the particular nature and character
of today's feedback relationship. This document
represents one such speculation.
The primary characteristic of this relationship
that this thesis explores is that of change.
Change is a common component of any feedback
relationship between technology and culture.
However, the heightened sensitivity of psycholog-
ical awareness and the accelerated responses of
computational technologies distinguish today's
cultural changes. Fluctuating change character-
izes the loop between ideas introduced by psy-
chology and the methods of assimilating those
ideas suggested by computation.
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Accelerated repetition and variation in today's culture
also reduce the communicative value of singular,
stable forms. Instead, communication and ideas are
effectively expressed through iterative forms. The
meaning of these forms is not latent in the perception
of a singular object. Rather, meaning is taken from
perceiving the rules and attributes that produce dis-
tinct objects within a larger genus or family of like,
but individually unique, objects.
The production of pattern, this traditional means of
cultural expression, retains and even gains consid-
erable relevance within this kind of framework. Pat-
tern is equally governed by attribute-transformation
relationships. Throughout time these relationships
have established the foundation for iterative designs:
singularly unique designs growing from the same fun-
damental origins. This work seeks to intensify the
iterative potential of pattern design, using external
controls and computational methods.
Like the underlying grid of Moroccan Arabesques pre-
sented at the beginning of the chapter Triangle, or the
families of rotated squares mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, a first visual gesture can create a family of
perceptions that originate from a fundamental organi-
zation. Further, as demonstrated in the example of
the half-palmette motif, the process of pattern distinc-
tion has a reciprocal effect on how first principles are
described. The addition of the scroll to single half-
palmette motifs was a gesture gradually absorbed
as a first rule in the generation of all half-palmette
design. In this way a trait that once distinguished an
object from its cousins came to distinguish the larger
family of designs itself (Schafter 47).
The distinctions and feedback suggested by the tra-
dition of pattern design fold comfortably into the
rapid succession of computational forms and the
highly sensitive processes of distinction established
by psychoanalysis. Psychology distinguishes classes
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of conscious and subconscious conditions. These
distinctions are made through behavior, through
underlying principles or rules governing iterative and
repeated actions. Not the form of a singularly distinct
object or event.
The exercises presented here are not intended to be
understood as a design tool. They are not intended
to be replicated or didactically instructive. This is
not a design manual. It is hoped that certain ideas -
certain rules and attributes - may be freely combined
and played out in the future by the author or others.
But the exercises themselves stand out as iterations
in a larger project of pattern research.
This document evidences certain efforts to guess at
what such a confluence of computational technology
and psychological awareness might lead to through
the vehicle of pattern. The independent exercises are
designs. These designs, in turn, reveal rules about
pattern formation. These are rules of pattern genera-
tion that are useful in processing ideas about technol-
ogy and culture. They are rules which can lead to
processes of identity formation in a culture.
For instance, the rules of rotation and line assigned
in Hexagon establish the forms as a family or class
of designs. In Hexagon the gradual shift from dense
to sparse cells is distinguished through the diagram
of cell-division. This diagram derives from a specific
angular relationship between lines: they must be, at
any one instance, within 120' of one another (Thomp-
son 592). Although this is not true for every angle
in Hexagon's patterns, the predominance of this rela-
tionship distinguishes the designs.
Such formal identity is also mutable, able to serve
different spatial situations. A form's repeated, flexible
use becomes an identifying or distinguishing trait of
cultures that use it. Debra Schafter cites one such
example in the origin and associations of the half-
palmette:
"The artistic need to fill corners created by undulat-
ing scrolls gave rise to perhaps the most important
modification - the half-palmette. More than any other
single motif, the half-palmette represented to Riegl
the enormous flexibility of a conventionalized motif as
it responded to artistic invention. For him, it also
provided the means by which to extend [a] ... conven-
tionalized motif ... into [an] ... ornamental vocabulary
of late antiquity" (Schafter 48).
This thesis proposes to extend certain conventions
of pattern-making into an ornamental vocabulary of
contemporary culture: a culture characterized by iter-
ative behaviors and forms. The incremental changing
of form, as in Hexagon, within a single pattern indi-
cates an intertwining of rules and transformations.
This intertwining makes possible mutable and con-
textual forms. Like the cells of the skin change shape
and size in response to the skeletal construction of
the elbow, incrementally changing surface units pro-
vide a way to account for change, as opposed to
clashing with it.
Pattern's framework of attribute-transformation con-
nects the psychological description of behavior and
the computational description of form. Through pat-
tern design becomes a framework for connecting
ideas and perceptions by brining change into physical
form. This connection -- the act of reaching into the
water, the activity of design -- is more than a way
to answer physical needs. In meeting these needs
design becomes a way to work change over in our
mind. It becomes not only the eyes of culture and the
texture of technology. It enters the mind of a society
struggling to negotiate the forces of change.
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Thompson p.596. Various possible arrangements
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Hatch
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Janson p.431. detail. Leonardo da Vinci. Adoration of
the Magi. 1481-82.
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Wolfram p.54. Rules 136 and 137 from evolution
of cellular automata with a sequence of different pos-
sible rules, starting in all cases from a single black
cell.
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AutoLISP language
(defun Program_4_varheight (numcols
numrows rowinc colinc List2_inc height2
List3_inc height3)
(command "ucs" "")
(command "osnap" "off")
;write points
(load "d: / stuff/ academicmit/ thesis/ scripts/
program4_2count/load/ P4_write-points")
(setq PointList1 (p4_write-points
numrows numcols rowinc col-inc))
(command "zoom" "extents")
;setq list2
(setq PointList2 (list (nth 0 PointListl)))
(setq primecounter1 1)
(repeat (- (fix (/ (length PointList1)
List2_inc)) 1)
(setq PointList2 (cons (nth
primecounter 1 PointList 1) Pointlist2))
(setq primecounterl (+ List2_inc
primecounterl))
(setq primecounter 1 1)
(print PointList2)
(setq PointList3 (list (nth 0 PointList1)))
(repeat (- (fix (/ (length PointListl)
List3_inc)) 1)
(setq PointList3 (cons (nth
primecounter 1 PointList 1) Pointlist3))
(setq primecounter I (+ List3_inc
primecounter1))
)
;move setq
(setq temp-ent counter 0)
(repeat (- (length PointList2) 1)
(setq temp-ent (nth
temp-entcounter PointList2))
(command "move" temp-ent "" (list 0
0 height2) "")
(setq temp-entcounter (+ 1
temp-ent-counter))
)
(setq temp-entcounter 0)
(repeat (- (length PointList3) 1)
(setq temp-ent (nth temp-ent-counter
PointList3))
(command "move" temp-ent "" (list 0 0
height3) "")
(setq temp-entcounter (+ 1
temp-ent-counter))
(print "move done")
;draw cells (other conditional based on angle?)
(load "d: /stuff/ academicmit/ thesis/scripts/
program42 count/ load/ABBArows")
(ABBArows PointListl numrows numcols
col inc)
)
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AutoLISP Language
(load "d: /stuff/ academicmit/ thesis/ scripts/
program-point-line/ p13_goodrun")
(setq counter_1 0)
(setq point-coords '(0 0))
(setq mov-ptlist (make-point point coords))
(setq ptnum2 0)
(repeat (length mov-ptlist)
(setq mov-pt (nth pt-num2 mov-ptlist))
(setq datalist
(makecollisiondetectlist mov pt))
(setq
movpt coords (get-data-forgroup-code 10
movpt))
(setq x-coord (car
mov_pt.coords))
(setq y-coord
(cadr mov-pt-coords))
(test-movtocoords datalist xcoord y-coord)
(if (= copy-flagl
nil)
(move-ptdrawline mov-pt testx test-y x-coord
y-coord)
(progn
(setq
movptlist
(copymovedrawlines mov-pt testx test-y
movptlist))
))
(setq pt~num2 (+
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1 ptnum2))
)
(command "zoom"~ "extents")
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(load "d: /stuff/ academicmit/ thesis/
scripts/ masterutilities / get-data-for-group-code")
(defun makepoint (point coords)
(command "point" point-coords)
(setq mov-pt (entlast))
(setq mov-ptlist (list mov-pt))
(defun moveorcopy-pt-writejln (mov-ptlist /
new_movptlist)
(setq pt-num 0)
(repeat (length mov-ptlist)
(setq mov-pt (nth ptnum mov-ptlist))
(setq data-list (makecollisiondetectlist
movpt))
(setq mov-pt-coords
(get-data forgroup-code 10 mov-pt))
(setq x-coord (car mov-pt-coords))
(setq y-coord (cadr mov-pt coords))
(testmovtocoords datalist xcoord
y-coord)
(if (= copy-flagl nil)
(move-pt-drawline mov-pt test_x
test-y)
(progn
(setq mov-ptlist
(copy-movedrawlines
movpt test-x test-y mov-ptlist))
(setq pt-num (+ 1 pt-num))
)
(print movptlist)
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(defun makecollisiondetectjlist (mov-pt / datalist)
(setq ptcoords (get-data for-group-code 10
mov pt))
(setq xcoord (car ptcoords))
(setq y-coord (cadr pt coords))
(command "zoom" "c" (list xcoord y-coord) 3.0)
(setq ssdetect
(ssget "_C" (list (+ x-coord 1.01) (- y-coord
1.01)) (list (- x-coord 1.01) (+ y-coord 1.01)))
)
(setq entcheck (ssname ssdetect 0))
(setq datalist10 (list (get-datafor-group code
10 entcheck)))
(setq entnum 1)
(repeat (- (sslength ss-detect) 1)
(setq entcheck (ssname ssdetect
ent-num))
(setq datalist10 (cons
(get datafor groupcode 10 entcheck) datalist10))
(setq entnum (+ 1 ent-num))
)
(setq entcheck (ssname ssdetect 0))
(setq ent-type (get-data-for-group code 0
ent check))
(if (= "LINE" ent-type)
(setq datalist 11 (list
(get dataforgroupcode 11 entcheck)))
)
(setq entnum 1)
(repeat (- (sslength ss-detect) 1)
(setq entcheck (ssname ssdetect
ent-num))
(setq ent-type (get-data for-group-code 0
ent check))
(if (= "LINE" ent-type)
(setq datalist 11 (cons
(get datafor groupcode 11 entcheck) data-list 11))
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(setq ent-num (+ 1 entnum))
(setq data-list (append datalist 10 datalist 11))
(print data-list)
(defun testmovtocoords (datalist x coord ycoord
/ return-expression)
(setq linecounterread (open
"d: /stuff/ academicmit/ thesis/ scripts/ masterutilities/
program 10_linecounter.txt" "r"))
(setq readstring (read-line linecounterread))
(close linecounterread)
(setq string-var (substr readstring (strlen
readstring) 1))
(setq linecount-num (atoi stringvar))
(setq counter_1 (+ 1 counter_1))
(if (= 0 (rem counter_1 5))
(setq line-countnum 6)
(if (or (= linecountnum 5) (= linecountnum
3))
(progn
(setq line-counter write (open "d:/ stuff/
academicmit/ thesis / scripts/ masterutilities/
program 10_linecounter.txt" "w"))
(if (= line countnum 5)
(write-line (strcat readstring "2")
linecounter_write)
(write-line (strcat readstring "4")
linecounter_write)
)
(close linecounter write)
(changecoords 1 x-coord y-coord)
(setq copy-flagl
(cond ((pointcheck datalist test_x
test-y) (changecoords2 xcoord y-coord)))
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)
;(setq copy-flag2
;(cond ((point-check datalist test_x
testy) (change coords3 xcoord y-coord)))
;(setq copy-flag3
;(cond ((point-check datalist test_x
testy) (change-coords4 xcoord y-coord)))
;)
)
(if (or (= linecountnum 6) (= linecountnum
1))
(progn
(setq linecounterwrite (open "d:/stuff/
academicmit/ thesis/scripts/ masterutilities/
program 10_linecounter.txt" "w"))
(if (= linecountnum 6)
(write-line (strcat readstring "4")
linecounterwrite)
(write-line (strcat readstring "5")
linecounterwrite)
)
(close linecounter_write)
(change-coords4 xcoord y-coord)
(setq copy-flagl
(cond ((pointcheck datalist test_x
testy) (change-coords1 xcoord y-coord)))
)
;(setq copy-flag2
;(cond ((point-check datalist test_x
test-y) (changecoords2 xcoord y-coord)))
;(setq copy-flag3
;(cond ((point-check datalist test_x
test-y) (change-coords3 xcoord y-coord)))
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(if (or (= linecountnum 8) (= linecountnum
2))
(progn
(setq linecounter write (open "d:/stuff/
academicmit/ thesis/ scripts/ masterutilities/
program 10_linecounter.txt" "w"))
(if (= line countnum 8)
(write-line (strcat readstring "1")
linecounter_write)
(write-line (strcat readstring "3")
linecounter_write)
(close linecounter write)
(change-coords3 x-coord ycoord)
(setq copy-flagl
(cond ((pointcheck datalist test_x
test-y) (changecoords4 xcoord y-coord)))
;(setq copy-flag2
;(cond ((pointcheck datalist test_x
testy) (changecoords 1 xcoord y-coord)))
;(setq copy-flag3
;(cond ((pointcheck datalist test_x
test-y) (changecoords2 xcoord y-coord)))
(if (or (= linecountnum 7) (= linecountnum
4))
(progn
(setq linescounterwrite (open "d:/stuff/
academicmit/ thesis/ scripts/ masterutilities/
program 10_linecounter.txt" "w"))
(if (= line countnum 7)
(write-line (strcat read-string "1")
linecounterwrite)
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(write-line (strcat readstring "8")
linecounterwrite)
)
(close linecounter_write)
(change-coords1 xcoord y-coord)
(setq copy-flagl
(cond ((point-check datalist test_x
test-y) (changecoords2 xcoord y-coord)))
;(setq copy-flag2
;(cond ((point-check datalist test_x
test-y) (change-coords3 xcoord y-coord)))
;(setq copy-flag3
;(cond ((point-check datalist test_x
test-y) (changecoords4 xcoord y-coord)))
;)
)
(defun move-pt.drawline (mov-pt testx test_y
x_coord y-coord)
(setq start-coords (get datafor-group-code 10
mov-pt))
(command "move" mov-pt "" (list (- test_x
x_coord) (- test-y y-coord)) "")
(setq end-coords (get datafor-groupcode 10
mov-pt))
(command "line" startcoords endcoords "")
)
(defun copy-movedrawlines (mov-pt test-x test-y
mov-ptlist / mov-ptlist)
(setq copy-dist 0.5)
(setq start-coords (get datafor-groupscode 10
mov-pt))
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(setq x-coord (car startcoords))
(setq y-coord (cadr start-coords))
(setq copy-x (+ xcoord copy-dist))
(setq copy-y (+ y_coord copy-dist))
;(setq copy-datajlist (makecollisiondetectlist
mov-pt))
(while (= (point-check datalist copy-x copy-y)
T)
(setq copy-dist (/ copy-dist 2))
(setq copyjx (+ x-coord copydist))
(setq copy-y (+ y-coord copy-dist))
(command "copy" mov-pt "" (list copydist
copy-dist) "")
(setq mov__pt2 (entlast))
(setq movptlist (cons mov-pt2 movptlist))
(setq endcoords (get-datafor-group-code 10
mov-pt2))
(command "line" startcoords endcoords "")
(command "move" movpt "" (list (* -1 copy-dist)
-1 copy-dist)) "")
(setq endcoords (getdatafor-group-code 10
mov pt))
(command "line" startcoords endcoords "")
(print mov-ptlist)
(defun changecoords 1 (xcoordt ycoordt)
(setq test-x (- x-coordt 1))
(setq test-y ycoordt)
(print testx)
(print test-y)
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(defun change-coords2 (xcoordt y-coordt)
(setq testx xcoordt)
(setq testy (+ y-coordt 1))
(defun change-coords3 (xcoord y-coord)
(setq testx xcoord)
(setq testy (- y-coord 1))
(defun change-coords4 (x-coord y-coord)
(setq test-x (+ xcoord 1))
(setq test-y y-coord)
(defun pointcheck (data-list testx test-y / flag
datalist2)
(setq flag nil)
(setq datajlist2 data-list)
(while (and (null flag) data-list2)
(setq point (car datalist2))
(if (and
(= test-x (car point))
(= testy (cadr point))
)
(setq flag T)
(setq datalist2 (cdr datalist2))
)
flag)
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